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Abstract

Shedding light on the nature of surface barriers of nanoporous materials, molecular sim-

ulations (Monte Carlo, Reactive Flux) have been employed toinvestigate the tracer-exchange

characteristics of hydrocarbons in defect-free single-crystal zeolite membranes. The concept

of a critical membrane thickness as quantitative measure ofsurface barriers is shown to be

appropriate and advantageous. Nanopore smoothness, framework density, and thermodynamic

state of the fluid phase have been identified as the most important influencing variables of

surface barriers. Despite the ideal character of the adsorbent, our simulation results clearly

support current experimental findings on MOF Zn (tbip) wherea larger number of crystal de-

fects caused exceptionally strong surface barriers. Most significantly, our study predicts that

the ideal crystal structure without any such defects will already be a critical aspect of experi-

mental analysis and process design in many cases of the upcoming class of extremely thin and

highly oriented nanoporous membranes.

Keywords: boundary layer, nanoporous, diffusion, tracer-exchange,TST.
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Introduction1

The current prospect of increasing usage of fossil fuels in conjunction with the ongoing research2

on carbon dioxide sequestration excites interest in processes employing nanoporous materials as3

catalyst or separation medium in order to open alternative routes to existing technologies. Carbon4

nanotubes (CNTs), metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and zeolites represent the foremost candid-5

ates to be incorporated in such applications.1–6 An integral part of the process design will be the6

role of transport of the guest molecules into, through and out of the nanopores.5–10
7

Recent progress in the synthesis of zeolite membranes10 paves the way for ultra-thin films8

which may be used on a support layer as molecular sieve membranes with low internal transport9

resistance. In such cases, however, the issue of surface barriers, i.e. transport resistances located10

in the boundary layer between intracrystalline space and fluid phase, arises because these barriers11

may dominate the overall transport for very thin membranes (or crystals).7,8,11In this context, two12

aspects are important:13

1. Approximately, up to which membrane thickness or crystalsize, respectively, will the influ-14

ence of surface barriers be noticeable?15

2. What do those barriers depend on? And, what triggers them?16

To address the above questions, the influences of molecule type and chain length of normal hydro-17

carbons (C1-C6) as well as the temperature, and the impact ofthe nanopore structure on surface18

barriers in all-silica zeolites of topologies AFI, LTL and MFI are investigated in this study. State-19

of-the-art molecular simulation approaches are employed on ideal systems, and the previously20

proposed criterion of a critical membrane thickness,8 δcrit, serves as a quantitative measure of21

surface barriers.22
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Methodology23

For the sake of brevity and because most of the methodology was adopted from our previous24

work,8 this section focuses on the zeolite structures studied and reiterates the concept of a critical25

membrane thickness as an assessment of surface barriers8,11 (question one from the Introduction).26

In short however, the framework of dynamically corrected transition state theory was employed27

where Monte Carlo simulations in the NVT ensemble (NVT-MC) provided residence histograms28

of the guest molecules [P(q)], and reactive flux simulations yielded transmission coefficients (κ) of29

the elementary transport processes identified. On this basis, molar fluxes at the barriers considered30

were computed. More simulation details are available in theSupporting Information (Section 1).31

Zeolites32

Two zeolite structures featuring one-dimensional pore systems (AFI, LTL) and a structure with33

a 3D pore network (MFI) were studied whereby all zeolites were purely siliceous (SiO2). The34

major difference between the AFI and the LTL structure is thelarger cage-to-window ratio of the35

latter. Within the categorization of Ref. 12, all three types of nanopores and diffusion behaviors36

are hence investigated: channel-type (AFI), cage-type (LTL) and intersecting channel-type (MFI).37

The crystal structures were taken from Ref. 13–15 and, if necessary, converted to purely siliceous38

structures.16 The AFI and LTL unit cells accommodate in total four and two cages, respectively,39

whereas four intersections of straight (y direction) and zigzag (x-z) channels are found in a single40

MFI unit cell (Figure 1). The zeolite atoms were kept fixed at their crystallographic positions be-41

cause framework flexibility in the sense of a dynamic effect (e.g. breathing window) does not have42

any significant influence on adsorption and diffusion in zeolites.17 However, diffusion coefficients43

may be quite sensitive to subtle differences in the time-averaged crystal structure in consequence44

of a flexible zeolite lattice16,18,19for which reason the rigid-lattice assumption used in this work45

seems to be justified.17
46

As in our previous study, the zeolite crystal slabs consisted of full unit cells and fractional,47
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concluding unit cells at the outer surface, and the slabs were centered in the simulation box. In48

each case two different external surfaces were investigated. The AFI and LTL pores were cut49

such to let the pore windows (left) and cages (right) terminate the pores which run along thez50

direction (Figure 1 top and center). As for MFI, the single-crystal membrane was aligned along51

the straight channels (y direction), because the flux is maximal in this direction.1,7 The MFI unit52

cells were cut at fractional coordinates of 0.125 and 0.73. This yielded a left surface that exhibits53

tighter “canyons” for guest molecules to enter the zeolite in comparison to the right surface which54

is rather flat giving quite direct access to the straight channels (Figure 1 bottom).55

Free-energy profiles are plotted along with the respective pore structure in Figure 1. They56

indicate that adsorbate molecules “feel” the internal channel structure being not affected by the57

presence of the external surface. Therefore, the computation of a single representative flux (j‡zeol)58

between the innermost adsorption sites/cages, i.e. through the dividing surfaceq‡
zeol, as indicated59

in Figure 1, is justified for the bulk zeolite fluxes. The environment inside the cage or intersection60

next to the surface, i.e. where the fluxj‡surf prevails, is slightly different from the innermost cages;61

particularly for the side towards the pore mouth. Thus, on a microscopic scale, the single-crystal62

membrane is composed of two types of regions, each with its characteristic flux:63

1. The innermost cages/intersections which are assembled to anns-long array of consecutive64

slabs, making up the largest part of the membrane, see also Supporting Figure 3. The equi-65

librium flux j‡zeol establishes between two adjacent “cage” slabs.66

2. The cages/intersections next to the pore mouth (surface)where j‡surf establishes between this67

first slab and the external surface adsorption layer.68

Assessment of Surface Barriers69

The problem arising with the assumption of zero surface barriers may be demonstrated, in a de-70

scriptive way, by mimicking a tracer-exchange experiment.71

It is straightforward to compute relative exchange curves,M(t)/M∞, on the basis of the fluxes72
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(Supporting Section 1.3). An often employed procedure to evaluate such curves is given in Ref.73

20 (§4.3.2):74

M(t)
M∞

= 1−
∞

∑
i=0

8 ·exp[−DS,eff(2i+1)2π2t/δ 2]

(2i+1)2π2 , (1)

whereDS,eff denotes the (effective) self-diffusion coefficient,t the time andδ the membrane thick-75

ness. This procedure assumes no transport barrier be present in the zeolite boundary layer. Mean-76

while, the ansatzj‡surf(t) = α[csurf,∞ − csurf(t)], with csurf,∞ the equilibrium surface concentration77

of labeled molecules, leads to an alternative model that accounts for surface barriers (cf. §4.3.6 in78

Ref. 20):79

M(t)
M∞

= 1−
∞

∑
i=1

2L2exp[−γ2
i DSt/(δ/2)2]

γ2
i (γ2

i +L2+L)
, (2)

with DS the (true) self-diffusion coefficient andL = (δ/2)α/DS; γi are the positive roots of80

γi tanγi = L. The surface permeability,α, is a measure for the mass transport rate at the sur-81

face. The smaller the permeability, the larger will be the surface barrier. Because of the lack of a82

permeability in the first procedure, the diffusion coefficient will be an effective value,DS,eff, that83

comprises both the intracrystalline transport resistanceplus the surface resistance. As a result, the84

effective diffusivity,DS,eff, increases with membrane thickness, see Figure 2 (filled circles). By85

contrast, the diffusivity obtained with the second model,DS, remains constant overδ (squares in86

Figure 2) and it equals the theoretical estimate by dynamically corrected transition state theory,21
87

DdcTST
S (dotted line). The first procedure is in widespread use for the evaluation of uptake experi-88

ments by, for example, gravimetric measurements. Therefore, the difference between the effective89

and the true diffusion coefficient can be used as a measure of the surface barrier because it rates the90

incorporation of an error due to the inadequate use of the no-surface-barrier boundary condition.91

The main message of Figure 2 is that there exists a certain membrane thickness for which92

surface barriers are insignificant becauseDS,eff andDS are similar for this thickness and all larger93

ones. To calculate an estimate of this thickness,δcrit, on the basis of molecular simulation data, we94
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have introduced a simple criterion in Ref. 8:95

δcrit = 2 ·
j‡zeol

j‡surf/λ
, (3)

whereλ denotes the cage and intersection separation, respectively, i.e. the characteristic length of96

a single diffusion event. As can be seen from Figure 2 and Supporting Figure 5, the effective self-97

diffusivity will always be a factor of 3.6 to 4.5 smaller thanthe true one, as far as a membrane of98

δcrit thickness is considered. Hence, surface barriers are of considerable magnitude for membranes99

of thicknessδcrit and smaller, but negligible for thicker ones. Note that the above equation differs100

from our previous definition in Ref. 8 to enable a direct comparison to Ref. 9, where instead of101

j‡zeol/ j‡surf the ratio between the surface permeability,α, and diffusivity,DS, have been employed102

to assess surface barriers, becausej‡zeol ∝ DS and j‡surf ∝ α.103

Results104

We will now, on the basis of our simulation results, address to the second question from the In-105

troduction, i.e. what surface barriers depend on. Note thatthe temperatures in the simulations106

were set toT = 1.05·Tcrit, with Tcrit the guest molecule’s critical temperature,22 to ensure similar107

corresponding states for the investigation of chain lengthand pore structure influence. The force108

field developed by Dubbeldam et al.23 and extended by Liu et al.24 was used with some minor109

differences (Supporting Section 1.2).110

One-Dimensional Pores111

The critical membrane thicknesses ofn-alkanes andn-alkenes adsorbed in all-silica AFI single-112

crystal membranes decrease with increasing pressure (Figure 3). Surface barriers will therefore113

have a profound impact on the overall tracer-exchange process for a wider range of membrane114

thicknesses at low pressures as compared to highp. This observation is consistent with previ-115
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ous results8 and underlines that this behavior is quite general irrespective of the guest molecule,116

the nature of the external crystal surface and the host material as such (Figure 4 and Figure 5).117

Comparing the simulation results (symbols in Figure 3) withpredictions8 (lines) where the surface118

flux is substituted for by the mean flux in the gas phase (j‡surf → jgas), the model reliably predicts119

the trend and in most cases even the magnitude of the criticalthickness up to pressures of about120

p∗ = 0.1.121

A common trend can be observed from Figure 3. As the thermodynamical critical point at122

p∗ = 1 is approached, the magnitude of the critical thickness,δcrit, becomes comparable to the123

size of the unit cell. Surface barriers do thus not matter forany membrane width, as long as the124

fluid phase is near-critical. On the other extreme, the trendof δcrit signifies that the more the fluid125

phase behaves like an ideal gas (left-hand side), the stronger will be the impact of the surface126

barriers. Inserting a single molecule into the simulation box (p∗ → 0) maximizes therefore the127

critical membrane thickness for a given host-guest system (left end of abscissa). The value ofδcrit128

obtained at the smallest finite pressure for a given fluid is already close to this maximum. It thus129

starts decreasing significantly when the isothermincreases distinctly (Supporting Figure 6).130

At equal reduced pressures, an increase ofδcrit with molecule chain length is appreciable –131

particularly in the zero-pressure limit. In contrast to thechain length, the type of molecule –132

alkanevs. alkene – does not reveal such a clear trend. Therefore, one might state that the molecule133

type has a weaker impact than the chain length because the critical thicknesses for comparable134

chain molecules, i.e. ethanevs. ethene and propanevs. propene, respectively, are more similar135

as compared with the next larger chain molecule, i.e. propane/propenevs. butane. Considering136

the error bars and the moderate spread of the critical thicknesses at equal pressures leads to the137

conclusion that even the hydrocarbon chain length has a rather small influence and levels off, the138

longer the chain becomes. Finally, the nature of the surface(cagevs. window-wise truncated139

membrane side) does not have any influence on the critical AFIthickness at all (cf. Supporting140

Figure 9).141

As for LTL, similar trends can be observed (Figure 4), with two exceptions. First, the critical142
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membrane thickness is quite constant for the C1 and C2 chainsso that a distinct decrease over143

pressure is only appreciable for the longer chains. And second, the LTL surface itself seems to144

have some influence on the critical thickness (cf. Supporting Figure 10).145

The two most striking facts about the LTL results are that thecritical thicknesses are roughly146

one order of magnitude smaller than the AFI values, and they are, for most pressures, close to147

the theoretical lower limit of the membrane size (zUC). At this point, it is instructive to turn the148

attention back to the free-energy profiles of Figure 1. Theseprofiles, obtained from simulations149

with a single methane molecule, give a good impression of howfar δcrit will be apart from this150

lower membrane limit. If the free energy of the barrier at theexternal surface,F(q‡
surf) = F‡

surf,151

is similar to the one within the (repetitive) intracrystalline space (i.e.F‡
surf ∼ F‡

zeol), δcrit will be152

close to the lower limit. This is true for LTL but not for AFI where theF‡
zeol is markedly smaller153

thanF‡
surf. It is intuitive altogether that relatively large intracrystalline diffusion barriers render the154

associated surface barriers less significant.155

Intersecting Channels156

Figure 5 summarizes the results obtained with the MFI-type membranes. Because the MFI slabs157

were aligned along the maximal flux direction,7 the worst case for the surface barriers is probed.158

Investigating MFI membranes along thex or z coordinate will result in smaller critical membrane159

thicknesses. Large error bars in the butane and hexane data at the right boundary layer (Figure 5b)160

are observed because vanishing entrance barriers have led to overly sensitive transmission coeffi-161

cients (cf. Figure 1, blue rectangle). A twofold increase inreactive flux trajectories from 5,000 to162

10,000 did not improve the statistical accuracy, as expected.25
163

The critical membrane thicknesses in Figure 5a (i.e. obtained with the left surface flux) follow164

a common trend line, irrespective of the molecule type. Taking into account the high uncertainties165

of δcrit at the right surface, it may be concluded that the trend-linecollapse is even independent of166

the surface nature. It thus resembles the “LTL behavior” ofδcrit (high diffusion barrier). On the167

other hand, the magnitude ofδcrit is comparable to the AFI data (low∆Fzeol). Hence, both large168
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surface and large intracrystalline diffusion barriers canbe observed for MFI.169

The magnitude of the critical thickness in MFI-membranes isstrikingly sensitive to the trunca-170

tion plane of the crystal membrane. This is in agreement withthe findings by García-Pérez et al.26
171

who investigated ethane-propane adsorption on silicalite-1 surfaces. The authors observed that the172

surface excess adsorption was dependent on where the crystal was truncated. As can be seen from173

Figure 1 bottom, “canyons” form the entrance to the MFI pore network on either side of the crystal174

slab. The left-hand canyons are however evidently tighter,providing indication for an increasing175

steric hindrance to pore entrance at the left boundary layeras the molecule chain grows.176

Temperature177

Considering the example of the hydrocarbon-AFI systems, the influence of temperature on sur-178

face barriers was investigated. The zero-pressure regime is considered only to probe the case of179

maximal impact of the surface barriers, and it is assumed that the ratio of transmission coefficients180

(κzeol/κsurf) remains constant with varying temperature (Supporting Table 3).181

DefiningTref ≡ 1.05·Tcrit, the ratio of the critical membrane thickness at any temperature rel-182

ative to the one at the reference temperature (i.e. the enhancement) reduces to183

δcrit(T )
δcrit(Tref)

=
P‡

zeol(T )/P‡
surf(T )

P‡
zeol(Tref)/P‡

surf(Tref)
=

exp

{

β [F‡
surf(T )−F‡

zeol(T )]

}

exp

{

βref[F
‡
surf(Tref)−F‡

zeol(Tref)]

} (4)

with P‡
i denoting the residence probability at the barrier (‡)i. Instead of correlating this enhance-184

ment directly with the corresponding temperature variation (i.e.T/Tref), the abscissa in Figure 6,185

which depicts the results, is the square root of a dimensionless coefficientX . This coefficient is186

defined as187

X ≡ exp

[

a ·n+∆Hads,0

R
·

(

1
T
−

1
Tref

)

]

, (5)

whereR denotes the universal gas constant anda and∆Hads,0 are parameters that describe the linear188

relationship between molecular chain length,n, and heat of adsorption,∆Hads. From the defini-189
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tion of X follows that it effectively represents the enhancement of the Henry coefficient induced190

by temperature reduction27 [i.e. KH(T )/KH(Tref)] while simultaneously accounting for stronger191

adsorption of larger molecules;23 see Supporting Section 5 for more details.192

The critical membrane thickness increases withX1/2, see Figure 6. BecauseX1/2 increases193

with decreasing temperature for a given molecule (e.g. methane), surface barriers get stronger as194

the temperature drops. Strikingly, the enhancement of the critical membrane thickness follows195

more or less exactly the square root of the enhancement of theHenry coefficient (dashed line). As196

will be explained below, this square root correlation is caused by the functional relationship of the197

(free) energy and its associated residence probability in conjunction with a mean-field theory28
198

based argument.199

The dimensionless Henry coefficient can be written as200

KH =
〈czeol〉

〈cgas〉
, (6)

where〈czeol〉 and〈cgas〉 are the average concentrations in the adsorbed (zeolite) phase and in the201

bulk gas, respectively. Residence probabilities,P, are directly proportional to concentrations. The202

average concentration in the zeolite,〈czeol〉, can be approximated with the probability at the intra-203

crystalline free-energy well (Pzeol) because, there, the molecules spend most time. The functional204

relationship between free energy and residence probability is given byβF =− lnP+const. Hence,205

the difference between free energy in the gas and inside the zeolite isβ (Fgas−Fzeol)∼ lnKH (left-206

hand side of inset in Figure 6). Neglecting any structural details of the zeolite membrane and207

thus details of the free-energy profile (solid blue line in the inset), and interpolating between gas208

and zeolite space linearly (thick dotted line in inset), thedecisive free-energy difference∆βF‡ is209

approximately 1/2 lnKH which translates to a square root dependence for the critical membrane210

length (δcrit ∝ exp∆βF‡ ∼ K1/2
H ). Obviously, these arguments hold only if the intracrystalline211

barrier is comparable to the barrier at the surface just in front of the pore mouth, i.e. the barrier212

experienced by gas molecules trying to enter from the bulk gas.213
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Discussion214

Concerning the adsorbent, we can draw two main conclusions:215

1. The importance of surface barriers increases with the smoothness of the nanopore, as the216

comparison between AFI and LTL suggests. This is supported by the work of Newsome and217

Sholl2 who have investigated carbon nanotubes (extremely smooth)revealing very strong218

surface barriers, and by a current study by Combariza and Sastre19. The latter authors found219

virtually no surface barriers for methane uptake in a siliceous LTA slab (δcrit ∼ 1 unit cell),220

the structure of which exhibits very large intracrystalline barriers (very corrugated pore wall).221

2. Comparing the impact of surface barriers on the basis of our critical thickness at zero pres-222

sure and the estimate given by Combariza and Sastre,19 a distinct trend is observable which223

follows the order MFI>AFI>LTL>LTA and which mirrors the order of increasing host224

density (MFI: 18 Si-atoms/[1000 Å3]; AFI: 17.3; LTL: 16.3; LTA: 14.4). In fact, this225

provides an additional indication of the importance of the rough mean field between bulk226

gas and zeolite space on surface barriers, as has been discussed in the previous section.227

Interestingly enough, both conclusions can, at least from aconceptual view, be exploited in regard228

of “material tailoring” to decrease surface barriers by choosing less smooth pores in highly porous229

hosts.230

Although both the molecule type (alkanevs. alkene) and the chain length have very little impact231

on the strength of surface barriers, an interesting conclusion can be drawn regarding the mobile232

species. The bulk fluid state of the here studied hydrocarbons was gaseous. As we have shown, the233

more the critical pressure is approached, the more the impact of surface barriers decreases because234

the fluxes and thus the transport resistances in the boundarylayer and in the zeolite become equal.235

Moreover, the predictability of the critical membrane thickness by the gas-flux model and the link236

between surface barriers and Henry’s law provide indication that the thermodynamic state of the237

fluid plays an important role for surface barriers. In this context, it is interesting that Webb and238

Grest29 studied liquid hexadecane entering into and traveling through a silicalite zeolite by mo-239
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lecular dynamics where the fluid bulk phase was liquid. The authors found that there did not exist240

significant surface barriers for this system because the entering mechanism of the long molecule241

was mainly determined by the subsurface pore structure.29 Together with our results, we therefore242

conclude that surface barriers, as triggered by ideal structures, are expected to be significant for243

gases in contact with quite thin zeolite layers only (thickness. 100 unit cells), but not for liquids244

and supercritical fluids.245

The gained insights confirm current experimental breakthroughs by the group around Kär-246

ger and Chmelik on MOF Zn(tbip)5,9 – a nanoporous material with a one-dimensional pore sys-247

tem. Combining experimental microscopy methods with statistical modeling, the group thoroughly248

studied the transport characteristics of guest molecules in single Zn(tbip) crystals.5,9 The diffusion249

coefficients ofn-alkanes in that MOF were extremely small – in most cases morethan two mag-250

nitudes below the here probed ones. This was probably due to the very narrow windows connecting251

adjacent segments forming large intracrystalline diffusion barriers.5 Most important, however, the252

authors reported large surface barriers whose primary nature was identified as blocked pore en-253

trances (99.95%) and internal lattice defects, causing theextremely slow uptake. Because of the254

large intracrystalline barriers and the large crystal size(>10 µm), our study, by contrast, would255

have predicted no significant influence of surface barriers.Viewed from a different angle, the ideal256

crystal structures (no defects) and highly ideal surfaces (all channels open) from our study can-257

not be the reason for the surface barriers from the experimental works which clearly supports the258

findings of the Kärger’s and Chmelik’s group.259

Finally, an important implication follows from our resultsfor such an industrially relevant pro-260

cess as benzene alkylation. Hansen et al.30 investigated the reaction-diffusion behavior of benzene261

alkylation over single H-ZSM-5 particles on the basis of a multi-scale simulation approach. Since262

diffusion limitation was very important,30 the question arises whether or not surface barriers would263

have had a significant impact on the transport limitation and, hence, on the apparent reaction rate.264

Benzene and ethylbenzene exhibited very small diffusion coefficients (three magnitudes below our265

smallestDS). Therefore, it seems unlikely that surface barriers wouldhave been important for the266
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transport limitation of these bulky molecules. By contrast, ethene transport might potentially have267

been affected by surface barriers because of quite large diffusivities (10−8 m2/s) and small crys-268

tal sizes (down to 0.1µm). However, Hansen et al.30 clearly showed that the reaction-diffusion269

system was hardly sensitive to orders-of-magnitude changes in the diffusion coefficient and thus270

transport rate of ethene. We therefore conclude that the surface barriers reported in this work would271

not have influenced the apparent reaction rates and thus effectiveness factors of benzene alkylation272

as determined by Hansen et al.30
273

Conclusions274

In order to sum up we will address the questions raised in the Introduction.275

1. The impact of surface barriers can be well assessed by a critical crystal length beyond which276

the influence can be assumed insignificant.11
277

2. The barriers strongly depend on the nanopore type and on the thermodynamic state of the278

surrounding fluid phase, and279

3. they are triggered by the ideal crystal structure and by highly ideal surfaces.280

On the basis of these insights, our study finally forecasts that surface barriers will be of importance281

in many cases of the evolving generation of ultra-thin, highly oriented and well intergrown zeolite282

films1,3,4 because the idealized surface alone will retard the overalltransport significantly – be it283

in the analysis of uptake/tracer-exchange experiments or in the design of membrane reactors.284
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Figure 1: Zeolites investigated: AFI (top), LTL (center), MFI (bottom). Free-energy profiles of
methane in all three zeolites are plotted along with representations of the repetitive pore structures
(center) and the two external surfaces which mark the left and right-hand borders of the single
crystal slabs. The dividing surfaces for flux computation are identified as vertical lines. The free-
energy wells, left and right from the barriers, are highlighted by open circles. Those mark the end
points for reactive flux simulations.λ is the length of a single diffusion event inside the crystal.
Black arrows indicate the direction along which the membranes were aligned.
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Figure 2: Self-diffusion coefficients from two different tracer-exchange evaluation protocols as
functions of membrane thickness,δ . The effective self-diffusivity,DS,eff obtained by Eq. 1, ap-
proaches the true one,DS by Eq. 2, for thick membranes only.
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Figure 3: Critical membrane thickness,δcrit, as a function of reduced pressure,p∗ = p/pcrit, for
differentn-alkanes (C1-C6) andn-alkenes (C1-C2) adsorbed in all-silica AFI-type zeolites(mem-
branes were truncated at the position of the cage atoms). Note that (i) while the symbols represent
pure simulation results, the lines are obtained by substitutingj‡surf(p∗) with jgas(p∗) in Eq. (3), (ii)
zero pressure corresponds to the limit where a single fluid molecule is found in the simulation box,
and (iii) the lower range of the ordinate was set to the thickness of the AFI unit cell,zUC.
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Figure 4: Critical membrane thickness,δcrit, vs. reduced pressure,p∗ = p/pcrit, for LTL (cf. Fig-
ure 3).
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Figure 5: Critical membrane thickness,δcrit, vs. reduced pressure,p∗ = p/pcrit, for MFI (cf. Fig-
ure 3 and Figure 4). a) "Tight-canyon" surface (Figure 1 bottom left); b) flat surface (Figure 1
bottom right).
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Figure 6: Enhancement of critical membrane thickness relative to Tref with square root of dimen-
sionless coefficientX (=change in Henry coefficient induced by temperature variation away from
Tref). The straight line depicts the case of one-to-one correspondence. While (c) indicates results
obtained with the cage-wise truncated surface, (w) refers to the window-wise truncated surface.
Inset: Representative free-energy profile (blue solid line) providing an explanatory approach to the
square root dependence (thick dashed line: rough approximation toF(q)).
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